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Abstract 
Splitting methods have been used for solving a broad spectrum of scientific problems. They 

are designed for the numerical solutions to not only differential equations, but also statistical and 
optimization approximations. A splitting method decomposes an original problem to several 
subproblems, computes separately the solution of each of them, and then combines all sub-
solutions to form an approximation of the solution to the original problem. A canonical example is 
splitting of diffusion and convection terms in a convection-diffusion partial differential equation. 
The splitting ideas simplify problems with multiple operators in natural ways. In all cases, the 
computational advantage is that it is faster to compute the solution of the split components 
separately, than to compute the solution directly when they are treated together. However, this 
comes at the cost of an error introduced by the splitting, so strategies must be devised for 
controlling the error. This talk studies splitting methods via operator computations. It also surveys 
recent developments in several areas. An interesting investigation is given in global error analysis 
of popular exponential splitting formulations. One recent development, adaptive splitting, deserves 
and receives a special mention in this talk: it is a new splitting method to collaborate with possible 
deep machine learning strategies. Senior undergraduate and all graduate students are welcome! 
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